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“Looking for someone?”  After hearing Steve’s explanation, Charlie raised 
his eyebrows and asked curiously with a half-smile: “Who are you looking for? 
Do you need a rich and powerful prince like you to come to China in person? 
Are you looking for someone? Is the young master of your Rothschild family 
lost outside?”  Steve said with a smile: “Mr. wade, you are joking. Our 
Rothschild family values bloodline more than anything else. How can there be 
any lost young master? Bloodline.”  As he spoke, he deliberately lowered 
his voice and said seriously: “Mr. wade should have heard that when the 
President of the United States goes out, even a hair lost and a mouthful of spit 
must be taken away by special personnel. Our Rothschild family The same 
goes for male tadpoles. Where they have been used and with whom they 
have been used, they must be made clear. Those left in the rubber cases 
must also be taken away. Anyone who dares to have an illegitimate child 
outside will be the public enemy of the entire family. Once discovered , I will 
never be able to stand up again.” Don Albert on the side asked in surprise: 
“Isn’t it, such an exaggeration?”  Steve said seriously: “It’s not an 
exaggeration at all. Men of the Rothschild family, especially men who are 
direct members, Once the seed is left outside, you may have to pay a price of 
tens of billions of dollars. If this situation is not prohibited, there are countless 
women in the world racking their brains to give birth to a child for the 
Rothschild family. She only needs to give birth to it. , that is a lifelong golden 
job, so our family is particularly concerned about this. Anyone who dares to 
mess around will get out.”  Charlie did not doubt the importance that such 
a super family attached to blood, especially when it involved a huge amount of 
asset inheritance. Naturally, Be absolutely cautious.  So, he pretended to 
be curious and asked: “Then since you are not looking for an illegitimate child, 
who else is worthy of you looking for yourself?”  Steve sighed softly and 
said: “To be honest, Mr. wade, you must also know, Our family is very old, 
and the collateral families have more hair than ordinary people. Among our 
Rothschild family relatives, there is a collateral family named Hogwitz, who is 
not very close to us, and is considered a collateral blood relative. It’s more 
ordinary;”  ”Two days ago, my father held a family meeting, and the heads 
of all the collateral families were also there. The old man may have wanted to 
take the opportunity to win over the hearts of the collateral families, so he 
made a “Speak up if I have anything to say” ‘, as a result, this person from the 
Hogwitz family complained to my father in public, saying that a father and son 
from his family disappeared in Aurous Hill last year.”  Speaking of this, 
Steve said helplessly: “I am The eldest son is also the father’s confirmed heir 
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to the clan leader, so he asked me to come in person to find out the specific 
situation here.”  ”Oh…” Charlie looked like he suddenly understood, 
nodded slightly, and said: “Since they disappeared last year, it’s hard to be 
sure whether they are dead or alive!”  Steve said: “Hey, I’m too lazy to care 
about their life and death. Anyway, the old man wants to see people alive and 
alive. See the corpses.”  Charlie asked again: “Then if these two people 
were killed, wouldn’t you stay and avenge them?” 
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  ”What revenge…” Steve waved his hand: “I’ll do it. Even if we are looking 
for clues about these two people, I don’t need to take revenge. The family will 
send people over to find out the real culprit and take revenge at the same 
time.”  Charlie asked again: “Then how do you usually take revenge when 
you encounter such a thing? ?”  Steve snorted coldly and said without 
hesitation: “Of course it will be paid with blood. Let alone anyone who dares to 
provoke a Rothschild family, even if we dare to provoke a dog of the 
Rothschild family, we will never let him go. Overtake each other! There is no 
one in the world who can bully the Rothschild family and make Rothschild 
family swallow their anger. So far, no one has been born!”  After saying 
that, Steve raised his head and looked at Charlie, his eyes instantly a little 
uncomfortable. Too comfortable, he quickly said: “Mr. wade, don’t get me 
wrong, what I said has nothing to do with those of us sitting here, especially 
you.”  Charlie curled his lips: “There is something in your words, does it 
mean that I bullied you?”  Steve quickly said: “No! Absolutely not!”  As 
he said that, Steve took advantage of the fact that he was already drunk, so 
he simply filled a glass of wine, drank it in one gulp, and said with an 
aggrieved look on his face while the wine was still strong: “Mr. wade, there are 
no outsiders here. Let me say this from the bottom of my heart. You really hurt 
me by asking Helena to go to New York to fight back! It’s useless for me to go 
and pick Helena up personally. That’s not what you told me at the beginning. 
In this way, you said that as long as I help you, after my father is stimulated, I 
will inherit the position of patriarch. I never expected that you asked Helena to 
give him medicine. This does not mean you are cheating. …”  Charlie said 
calmly: “Yes, I am just lying to you.”  Steve looked at him in astonishment 
and murmured: “You…why are you…”  Charlie said: “It’s very simple, 
Steve, because you can’t be trusted. From the way I look at people, you 
definitely can’t keep your word.  Steve said aggrievedly: “Mr. wade! ” 
You’ve got me wrong! I’m really not that kind of person! “  Charlie smiled 
and said: “I know exactly what you are planning later. If you are really allowed 
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to successfully inherit the position of patriarch, the first thing you do is to 
weaken the brothers who threaten you to the greatest extent. After you take 
full control of the family, drive them out one by one to consolidate your 
position as the patriarch. The second thing you have to do is to destroy the 
covenant between us, because by that time you have already Completely 
stand firm and won’t care if I expose the inside story of Sifang Baozhuang, 
right? “  Steve was stunned, then silently filled a glass of wine and drank it 
in one gulp.  Charlie’s words made him completely lose his intention to 
defend himself.  At this time, Charlie continued: “I always do things the 
same way. Be a villain first, then a gentleman. If I didn’t have to control your 
father’s health, how could you be willing to be shorter than me in front of me 
today? “  Steve was speechless for a moment.  Charlie said again at 
this time: “Steve, I think you and I should be more sincere in the future. There 
is no point in pretending to be confused or innocent. Steve  nodded with 
some shame: “Mr. wade, you are right…”  Charlie smiled and continued: 
“Steve, in fact, you have an advantage over your father here. “  As soon as 
Steve heard this, his eyes regained their luster, and he hurriedly asked: “Mr. 
wade, what kind of advantages are you talking about? “  Charlie said 
lightly: “You and I have a direct connection, but your father does not. Whether 
it is theoretically or physically, you are closer to me. If it weren’t for your lack 
of sincerity, how could I abandon the near and seek the far away? Helena, go 
and establish an indirect connection with your father for me that requires a 
middleman? “/  Speaking, Charlie added: “Look, if you are the owner of a 
supermarket, and you find that the people living opposite you do not choose to 
come to your house to buy things, but go to a farther block to buy things. , you 
can’t find fault with the buyer, but you have to find problems within yourself. 
Either others have what you don’t have; The problem is, you can’t stop a 
customer and ask him why he doesn’t come to buy something from you, right? 
Steve  nodded in shame: “Mr. wade, you are right… I will be 100% sincere 
to you in the future and will never hide anything!” “  Charlie smiled and 
said, “You can observe it. “  After that, Charlie brought the topic back to the 
direction of finding someone and asked him: “By the way, you just said that 
you want the other party to pay with blood, but this is China, not the United 
States. Your Rothschild family really wants someone else. Blood debt must be 
paid with blood, so you can’t just send people here to run wild, right? “  
Steve was warned by Charlie. Although he was still frightened, he also wanted 
to get close to Charlie, so he said without any concealment: “Mr. wade, we will 
definitely not do this kind of dirty work ourselves. If not, it will lead to 
diplomatic disputes or public opinion crises. We usually like to ask Mexicans 
to do this for us. You see, those members of Mexican criminal groups are not 
afraid of anything all day long. In fact, they are most afraid of Americans.”  



”Mexicans . …” Charlie thought of the criminal group he had wiped out in 
Mexico before, and said with a smile: “I didn’t expect that your Rothschild 
family would cooperate with the criminal group in Mexico.”  Steve hurriedly 
said: “It’s nothing. Cooperation is nothing more than simply taking advantage 
of it. This is no secret in the United States. After all, every criminal group in 
Mexico makes money from Americans by selling drugs to the United States. 
Don’t look at the fact that they can kill innocent people indiscriminately and 
commit crimes in Mexico. They are powerful, but in their eyes, the United 
States is their God of Wealth. In order to ensure that goods and money enter 
and exit the United States without causing trouble, they will be willing to do 
things for the Americans.”  Charlie nodded and smiled: “It seems that 
Rothschild The De family is indeed very skillful.”  After saying that, Charlie 
asked him: “Since the person you are looking for disappeared in Aurous Hill, 
do you want me to help you find clues?”  Steve was delighted when he 
heard this He said endlessly: “It would be great if Mr. wade is willing to help! 
Your connections in Jinling are definitely incomparable to ours. As long as we 
have your help, I believe we will find valuable clues soon! Thank you so much 
Ye Sir!”  Charlie smiled and said to Steve: “Don’t be so polite. Let’s eat 
first. After eating, I will take you to a place. Maybe there will be the clues you 
want to find there.”  With that, Charlie He deliberately asked Don Albert: 
“Don Albert, do you think so?”  ”Yes, yes!” Don Albert smiled and nodded 
repeatedly, and then asked Steve: “Mr. Rothschild, are you afraid of dogs?” “  
Dogs ?” ?” Steve didn’t know why Don Albert asked himself this, but he still 
answered ” firmly: “To be honest with mr. Albert, my favorite animal is a dog. 
Dogs are such loyal animals, and few people don’t like them.” Don Albert 
smiled and said: “That’s good, that’s good, let’s eat quickly and set off after 
eating!” 
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 After one hour. 

  Steve, who was full of wine and food, felt dizzy. 

  It is true that he drinks a lot, but fortunately he has a good drinking 
capacity, and he talks a lot, so he is still relatively sober. 

  charlie Wade saw that Steve could only lean on the back of the chair with 
his belly after eating so much, so he asked him with a smile: “Steve, how do 
you feel? Do you need to order more dishes?” 
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  Steve waved his hand quickly. , said with a hint of drunkenness and a 
smile: “No… no need, no need, Mr. Wade… Mr. Wade, I’m full. It’s been a 
long time since I’ve eaten so much food and drank so much wine.” 

  charlie Wade nodded and said with a smile: “Now that we have almost 
eaten, let’s go and do some business. Tell your men that you are here to 
catch up with us and ask them to wait in the parking lot. We Take you through 
the back door and go to the place I said!” 

  Because Steve was a little drunk, his brain thinking was not as cautious 
as before. Otherwise, with his status, if charlie Wade wanted to leave his men 
and take him If he goes to a place he has never been to before, he will 
definitely inform his security adviser first. 

  However, alcohol does affect people’s judgment. He almost didn’t think 
much, and immediately said cheerfully: “Okay! Okay, Mr. Wade! I’ll tell them 
right now!” 

  After that, he took out his mobile phone and made a call. past. 

  As soon as the call came through, without waiting for the other party to 
speak, he said directly: “You…you all are waiting in the parking lot and don’t 
wander around. I still…have to catch up with Mr. Wade!” 

  When the other party heard this, he was obviously already excited. When 
he was drunk, he knew that he would definitely not be able to leave for a 
while, so he said respectfully: “Okay sir, we are always here. If anything 
happens, please inform us at any time.” 

  Steve said OK and went directly Hang up the phone. 

  Then, he said to charlie Wade: “Ye… Mr. Wade, let’s go?” 

  ”Let’s go!” charlie Wade nodded, stood up, and said to Don Albert: “Don 
Albert, give Steve a hand .” 

  Don Albert said hurriedly: “Okay, Master Wade, leave it to me!” 

  After saying that, he quickly came to Steve, picked up one of her arms, 
and led him out of the box. 



  At the back door of Tianxiang Mansion, a commercial vehicle with all 
black second and third rows had started its engine and was waiting. 

  According to the normal routine of Steve’s bodyguards, they must monitor 
all the entrances and exits of Tianxiang Mansion, but this time the situation is 
a bit special. Everyone was left in the parking lot in front, so they monitored 
what happened at the back door. Know nothing about any situation. 

  When charlie Wade and the four of them arrived at the business car, the 
electric sliding doors in the back two rows suddenly opened. Don Albert took 
Steve directly into the car and went to the third row. charlie Wade and Isaac 
Cameron followed closely. car. 

  When the door was closed, Steve discovered that all the windows in the 
commercial vehicle were opaque, and there were physical partitions between 
the rear two rows and the driver’s cab. Sitting in the car meant that you could 
see everything in full view. There was no sign of anything going on outside. 

  He couldn’t help being a little surprised and asked charlie Wade: “Mr. 
Wade… this car… is too private?” 

  charlie Wade smiled and said: “The place I want to take you to is highly 
confidential. Naturally, you have to be more cautious. But don’t worry, your 
people all know that you have entered Tianxiang Mansion, so I can’t blatantly 
harm you, so wherever I take you, just follow me without any worries. After 
everything is done, I will take you Returned unscathed.” 

  The little worry in Steve’s heart disappeared instantly. At the same time, 
he pretended to be very indifferent and laughed loudly: “I have no worries 
about you, Mr. Wade. Please take me there. I won’t blink an eye anywhere!” 

  … 

  The commercial vehicle left through the back door, and there was another 
road leading directly to a street behind Tianxiang Mansion, so there was no 
encounter with Steve’s men at all. 

  Vehicles leave the city and go straight to the outer suburbs. Due to noise 
and odor problems, places like dog farms are located a certain distance from 
residential areas to ensure adequate safety. 



  don’s dog farm has been secretly upgraded since last year, and now it 
has been basically upgraded. After the upgrade, the area, facilities, safety and 
privacy of the upgraded dog farm have been greatly improved. Among them, 
the most important thing is safety. In the underground part, in Don Albert’s 
words, the law does not allow raising Tyrannosaurus rex. Otherwise, even if 
two were raised here, the outside world would not know any news. 

  On the way here, Steve’s drunkenness eased slightly, but the fear in his 
heart was inversely proportional to his drunkenness. The less drunk he was, 
the more panicked he felt, wondering where charlie Wade was taking him. 

  After being anxious all the way, the vehicle finally slowed down. 
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  Steve could hear the sound of the electric door opening. From the sound 
of the motor running and the low friction sound, he could tell that the door 
must be big and heavy, which made his bad premonition even stronger. . 

  As soon as the car entered the gate, it felt as if it had stabbed a 
doghouse. The surrounding area suddenly heard the barking of dogs one after 
another. The barking was loud and deep, and it sounded like a large breed of 
dog. 

  This made Steve even more panicked, thinking to himself: “Big iron gate, 
big dog, where did charlie Wade get me…” 

  Just as he was thinking about it, the car stopped. 

  Immediately, the electric sliding doors on both sides opened, and the 
sound insulation of the doors was lost, and the dog barked instantly became 
louder. 

  Steve quickly looked outside and found that he was under a huge factory 
shed, surrounded by iron cages with an area of two to three square meters, 
and almost all of them were large fighting dogs. 

  Steve is indeed a person who understands dogs. After all, Americans are 
the most fond of raising dogs in the world. He is also a top rich man and 
knows all kinds of dogs very well, so he just glanced at the doors on both 
sides and recognized him. There are Tibetan Mastiffs, Pitbulls, Dogos, Tosa, 
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Rottweilers, and various terrier dogs that look familiar but cannot be 
distinguished. 

  This made Steve look a little pale, because he found that the dogs here 
were, without exception, fierce dogs with strong fighting capabilities. Many 
breeds are also banned in the United States. If so many dogs were released 
together, there would be eight Stallones. Can’t beat it either. 

  At this time, charlie Wade had already got out of the car first and waved 
to him outside the car: “Come on, Steve, we are here.” 

  Steve walked down cautiously, looked around, and asked charlie Wade 
cautiously: “charlie Wade Sir, what exactly is this place?” 

  charlie Wade said to Don Albert who got off the car: “Come Don Albert, 
introduce yourself to Steve.” 

  Don Albert said with a smile: “Mr. Rothschild, this is my The dog farm I 
run mainly breeds some more aggressive dog breeds. Before I worked with 
Master Wade, I relied on the dogs bred in this farm to participate in 
underground dog fighting competitions to make money to support my family. 
Later, I worked with Master Wade. , the purpose here is basically no longer for 
profit.” 

  Upon hearing this, Steve relaxed a little and asked curiously: “It seems 
that Mr. Hong is sincere in raising so many dogs if it is not for profit. I like 
dogs.” 

  ”Not that much.” Don Albert said casually: “The main purpose here is to 
deal with some disobedient bastards. In order to cultivate the bloody nature of 
these dogs, I have always fed them raw meat here, as you know , Dogs are 
generally not picky about their food. As long as it is meat, no matter what kind 
of meat it is, it will eat it.” 

  ”Hiss…” Steve just breathed a sigh of relief and asked Don Albert to 
mention it again. 

  As the second-in-command of the Rothschild family, he has experienced 
many bloody things, but at this moment, he is on someone else’s territory, and 
there is not even a bodyguard around him. Hearing what Don Albert said 
again, he was naturally frightened. Very. 



  Don Albert became interested at this time, pointed at these vicious dogs, 
and said to Steve: “I tell you, these dogs are very useful.” 

  As he said, he deliberately approached Steve and said with a smile: 
“Sometimes I get anxious when watching the gangster movies made by you 
Americans. When those people grab each other’s men and ask for 
information, they just keep hitting them with their fists. While beating them, 
they ask, ‘Will you tell me?’ Don’t tell me, the method is too low-end. In fact, 
you only need to get a few of these dogs, starve them for a day, and then strip 
the guy to be interrogated naked. Put an iron bucket on the upper body, wear 
a motorcycle helmet, and the lower body. He doesn’t even wear any clothes 
and is locked up with these dogs. As long as he doesn’t tell the truth, the dogs 
will bite everything off his legs and crotch, but they won’t die for a while. Who 
do you think can survive this method? Go over there?” 

  ”Hiss…” Steve tightened his crotch in fright and said nervously: “Mr. 
Albert is really good…” 

  Seeing that he was a little confused, charlie Wade said with a smile: “Shi 
Don’t be afraid, Steve. I brought you here mainly for a visit. I won’t pose any 
threat to you, so don’t worry.” 

  Steve took a deep breath and couldn’t help complaining in his heart: “Can 
you tell me earlier next time? , my sphincter almost made relax…” 

  Don Albert beside him chuckled, pointed to the factory not far away, and 
said with a smile: “Mr. Steve, this floor is mainly for outsiders to see, it’s fun. In 
fact, they are all on the floor below.” 

  ”One floor below?” Steve pointed to his feet and asked curiously: “Is there 
any more below here?” 

  ”Yes.” Don Albert nodded and said, “The ones below are all newly built. 
Yes.” 

  charlie Wade also smiled and said: “Yes, Steve, the lower level is more 
fun. Let’s go and see it together.” 

  ”Okay, okay.” Seeing that charlie Wade didn’t hurt him, Steve didn’t He 
was so scared before. Although he didn’t understand why charlie Wade took 
him to visit a dog farm, as long as there was no threat to him, he would just 
keep it in his heart and let the guests follow him as they pleased. . 
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  So, under the leadership of Don Albert, a group of four people walked 
towards the house at the end of the factory shed. 

  … 

  The despicable and insidious Hogwitz father and son have been living 
here for a long time. 

  His son Walter has been relying on dialysis to maintain his life due to 
kidney failure. While the old man is imprisoned, he also has to act as his son’s 
caregiver. The father and son can say that it is quite miserable. 

  When they first came in, the father and son were still hoping that people 
from Hogwitz or even the Rothschild family would come to rescue them. 

  But after waiting and waiting, the magic weapon did not come from the 
sky. Instead, Don Albert’s dog farm became more hidden and stronger as it 
was upgraded. They gradually gave up on this unrealistic fantasy and just 
wanted to survive here. Go down. 

  At this time, Walter had just finished dialysis and was lying weakly on the 
hospital bed, eating the white porridge his father fed him. 

  Jiro Kobayashi, the second young master of the Kobayashi family who 
was working here, was pushing a small cart over and asked: “Hey, Mr. 
Hogwitz, please bring the tableware after you finish your meal!” 

  Walter’s old man The father quickly took the tableware to the iron fence. 
After Jiro Kobayashi came over, he threw the tableware into a plastic bin for 
recycling. 

  Just as Jiro Kobayashi was about to leave, Walter’s father quickly said: 
“Mr. Kobayashi, wait a minute!” 

  Jiro Kobayashi asked him: “Is something wrong?” 

  Walter’s father said pleadingly: “Mr. Kobayashi, tomorrow is my son’s 
birthday, no. Do you know if you can ask the manager to order a cake for 
him?” 
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  After saying that, he quickly added: “It doesn’t have to be a big one, just 
an ordinary cupcake. He hasn’t eaten cake for a long time.” 

  Walter on the hospital bed He also looked at Jiro Kobayashi expectantly, 
hoping to get his consent. 

  Jiro Kobayashi chuckled: “For a cunning, vicious and nasty bastard like 
Walter, it’s already good to be alive, but he still wants to eat cake? It’s easier 
to eat shit than this.” 

  Walter’s father said with a very embarrassed expression: “Mr. 
Kobayashi…Walter…has already paid the price for his wrong behavior, so 
don’t humiliate him with this attack anymore…” 

  Jiro Kobayashi curled his lips: “If you don’t make unreasonable demands, 
how can I do it?” Humiliate him?” 

  Walter’s father argued with a red face: “But aren’t you locked up here 
because you made a mistake? Last time Mr. Wade came here, he not only 
gave you beer, but also allowed others to prepare astringent for you. Porn 
magazine, my son only wants a cupcake worth a few dollars for his birthday. 
Is this too much to ask for?” 

  Jiro Kobayashi sneered: “I can get beer and magazines because I have a 
good attitude about admitting my mistakes and have been working hard. 
Work, what about you? Have you made any contribution? Not only has there 
been no contribution, your useless son also consumes dialysis equipment and 
medicines. Master Wade has already given you face without asking you for 
medical expenses, and you are still embarrassed You want to eat cake?!” 

  Walter’s father was speechless for a moment and had to say: “I’m sorry, 
Mr. Kobayashi, just pretend that I didn’t say anything about what happened 
just now.” 

  Jiro Kobayashi snorted coldly: “Don’t talk nonsense like this in the future. 
Say it again!” 

  After saying this, he started to leave. 

  At the same time, charlie Wade, Steve and a group of four people had 
arrived at the house on the ground. 



  As soon as they entered the hall, an open secret passage appeared on 
the side of the room against the wall. 

  The entire secret passage is designed with an electrically flipped upper 
cover. The upper cover is the same floor tiles as in the room and can be 
completely aligned with the gaps. There is also a three-seater sofa about the 
same size as the cover. As long as the floor tiles are covered, If you move the 
sofa up there, it will be very hidden. The four of them came to the stairs of the 
secret passage 

  . Don Albert, who was leading the way, was not in a hurry to go down, but 
shouted down: “Jiro! Master Wade is here! Get ready to greet 

  him!” Just now, he had looked coldly at Walter’s father . When Kobayashi 
Jiro heard this, he was filled with excitement and shouted loudly: “Master 
Wade, Fifth Master, wait a moment, Jiro is coming!” 
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completely aligned with the gaps. There is also a three-seater sofa about the 
same size as the cover. As long as the floor tiles are covered, If you move the 
sofa up there, it will be very hidden. The four of them came to the stairs of the 
secret passage 

  . Don Albert, who was leading the way, was not in a hurry to go down, but 
shouted down: “Jiro! Master Wade is here! Get ready to greet 

  him!” Just now, he had looked coldly at Walter’s father . When Kobayashi 
Jiro heard this, he was filled with excitement and shouted loudly: “Master 
Wade, Fifth Master, wait a moment, Jiro is coming!” 
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 Soon, Kobayashi Jiro ran up from the sinking corridor. 

  Seeing charlie Wade and Don Albert, he was overjoyed and bowed 
quickly to say hello: “Hello Mr. Wade, hello Mr. Albert, !” 
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  After saying that, Jiro Kobayashi saw the unfamiliar face of Steve 
Rothschild, Combined with the other person’s white appearance, he couldn’t 
help but be curious about the other person’s identity. 

  However, Kobayashi Jiro still knows the rules very well. With his current 
status, he has no chance to ask questions, so he said to Steve very politely: 
“Hello, sir!” Steve 

  recognized that the other party’s name was The Japanese are also 
curious about the other party’s identity, and even more curious about what is 
underneath. 

  Seeing Jiro Kobayashi’s face glowing red, charlie Wade asked with a 
smile: “Jiro, how are you living here recently?” 

  ”It’s very good!” Jiro Kobayashi said with a bright smile: “Everyone is very 
good to me, everything is fine. OK.” 

  Now Jiro Kobayashi is half a free man in the dog farm. 

  Except that he can’t leave here, he is relatively free in other aspects. 

  charlie Wade patted Jiro Kobayashi on the shoulder, pointed at Steve and 
said with a smile: “Xiaolin, this is Mr. Rothschild, from the Rothschild family in 
the United States. He is the guest I invited today. I’m going to take him down 
for a visit, and you’ll make an introduction later.” 

  When Jiro Kobayashi heard the name Rothschild, he was immediately 
startled and murmured: “Rothschild family?!” 

  The reputation of the Rothschild family is very high in Japan. 

  In Japan, the three most famous English surnames are MacArthur, Soros 
and Rothschild. 

  Needless to say, MacArthur, after Japan’s defeat, this five-star general 
became the de facto occupier of Japan. He was nicknamed the “Emperor of 
Japan”. After repeatedly humiliating Emperor Showa, he still dominated 
Japan. , as a result, when he left Japan with a cigar in his mouth, millions of 
Japanese people lined the streets to say goodbye. It was really puzzling. The 
reason 



  why Soros became famous in Japan was due to the powerful tactics of 
his elder brother, a financial giant, who single-handedly set off the Asian crisis 
in 1997. During the financial turmoil, just shoot the yen twice when there is 
nothing wrong. The Japanese suffered for a long time back then. Now those 
Heisei youths who have been lying down for a long time will occasionally drink 
too much in an izakaya and slam the table angrily and shout “Hachiga Road” ! 
If it weren’t for Soros, I would be the second generation of rich people now, 
how could I be reduced to working in 711!”; 

  As for Rothschild, in the minds of contemporary Japanese, he is a real 
devil-level existence Japan has been harvested by the United States several 
times, and the driving force behind the scenes is the shadow of the legendary 
Rothschild family. If Soros just came with a gun to snatch a wave of cash from 
the Japanese pockets, the Rothschild family would be like opening fire every 
time. As US tanks knocked down most of the Japanese houses, even three-
year-old children in Japan knew that the Rothschild family was the undisputed 
first family in the world. 

  Kobayashi Jiro couldn’t figure out why charlie Wade brought the 
Rothschilds here, let alone what the Rothschilds were doing here. 

  In doubt, a sudden flash occurred in his mind, and he thought to himself: 
“Damn it! When the father and son at Hogwitz first came here, they called 
themselves relatives of the Rothschild family all day long. Could it be that this 
Mr. Rothschild, Are you here to take them back?” 

  Seeing Jiro Kobayashi’s expression changing from confusion to shock, 
charlie Wade said, “Jiro, what are you thinking about there?” 

  Jiro Kobayashi came back to his senses and said quickly: “It’s nothing, 
Mr. Wade. , nothing…” 

  After that, he quickly said attentively: “Mr. Wade, Mr. Rothschild, Fifth 
Master and Mr. isaac, if you are ready, let’s go down together!” 

  charlie Wade nodded, Then he said: “You lead the way.” 

  Kobayashi Jiro bowed ninety degrees, then turned and walked down the 
stairs. charlie Wade followed him. When he walked down, he turned back and 
waved to Steve, smiling: “Let’s go Come on, Steve, I’ll take you to meet two 
people.” 



  ”Meet someone?” Steve asked in surprise: “Mr. Wade, who did you want 
me to meet here?” 

  charlie Wade smiled and said, “We’ll find out when we get down. “ 

  After saying that, he walked away. 
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  Steve never thought that the Hogwitz father and son would be in charlie 
Wade’s hands, and he didn’t have time to think too much, so he quickly 
followed charlie Wade’s pace and walked down. 

  After descending to the underground level, Steve discovered that this 
place turned out to be a miniature prison. There was a long corridor in front of 
him, and on both sides of the corridor, there were rooms sealed by reinforced 
concrete walls and iron bars. . 

  There is no wall on the side of each room facing the corridor, but iron 
railings that allow you to see everything inside at a glance. Even the simple 
bathroom inside only has a one-meter-high low wall, and people use the toilet 
inside. Sometimes, the head will also be exposed. 

  Although this place is completely underground, the air, temperature and 
humidity inside are no different from those above. charlie Wade thought that 
there would be a strange smell when he came down, but he didn’t expect to 
feel any discomfort at all. 

  Don Albert on the side quickly introduced: “Master Wade, we installed a 
fresh air system when we were building the place. The air inside can be 
circulated twice an hour, and it is also equipped with central dehumidification. 
Even underground, it does not feel damp. Moreover, I also installed central air 
conditioning, which is warm in winter and cool in summer. It is very 
comfortable.” 

  After that, he glanced at Steve deliberately and said with a smile: “What is 
the word that this old American likes to say most? Humanity. What’s that?” 

  Steve casually said: “Humanitarianism.” 

  ”Yes, yes.” Don Albert said with a smile: “We are very humanitarian here.” 
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  After that, he hurried to charlie Wade’er He said in a low voice: “Master 
Wade, I usually don’t turn on the fresh air, air conditioning, etc. here. I just 
don’t want those bastards to be too comfortable. This is because you said you 
were coming yesterday, and I just turned it on yesterday. I asked Jiro to open 
it in advance, and I will ask Jiro to close it after you leave.” 

  charlie Wade nodded and smiled, and praised: “It’s you, Don Albert, you 
are indeed thoughtful.” 

  Don Albert smiled and patted his jacket again. On his chest, he 
whispered: “Master Wade, I also brought the equipment for human 
calligraphy. As long as you say a word, even a member of the Rothschild 
family, I dare to put a few words on his forehead!” “ 

  charlie Wade smiled and said, “There’s no need for this. There’s no blood 
today.” 

  After saying that, he turned around and said to Kobayashi Jiro: “Jiro, take 
us to meet the father and son.” 

  ”Okay!” Kobayashi Jiro went there diligently. He walked forward and 
stopped in front of the third cell. He turned around and said, “Mr. Wade, they 
are right here.” 

  As he spoke, charlie Wade had already arrived. 

  When Walter saw charlie Wade on the hospital bed, his face turned pale 
with fright, and he couldn’t help but tremble. 

  And his father was equally nervous. 

  Neither of them knew what charlie Wade was going to do when he 
suddenly came over after such a long time. 

  At this moment, Steve Rothschild also arrived. He looked at the untidy 
father and son in the cell, and was a little stunned for a moment. 

  In fact, he was not familiar with the father and son, and even had no 
impression of either of them. 



  After all, the Rothschild family has too many relatives, and members of 
the main family like Steve themselves look down on them, so they don’t have 
much interaction with them. 

  Although he had seen the information and photos of the father and son 
before he came, when he saw the father and son who had been detained for a 
long time in front of him, no one came out at once. 

  However, he did not recognize the father and son, but Walter’s father 
recognized him. 

  It’s normal for a master not to recognize his slave, but what slave doesn’t 
keep his master in his heart? 

  The moment he recognized Steve, he was stunned at first as if struck by 
lightning. After a moment, he came back to his senses, thinking that Steve 
was here to save him and his son, so he instantly felt strong light and hope in 
his heart. ! 

  In a desperate situation, he and his son looked forward to the stars and 
the moon, hoping that the Rothschild family would send someone to rescue 
them! 

  Now, it’s finally time to welcome Master Wang! 

  So he knelt down on the ground with a loud bang, looked at Steve, and 
cried with tears: “Mr. Rothschild, you finally came to save us! Please make the 
decision for us, father and son! Let’s let this The bastard named wade is in 
trouble!” 
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 Steve was startled by the slovenly old man in front of him with a slovenly 
beard and gray hair. 

  When he heard that the other party recognized him as a member of the 
Rothschild family, he subconsciously asked him: “Do you know me?” 

  Walter’s father cried and said: “Yes! Of course I know you! You are the 
patriarch, Howard Rothschild.” Ed’s eldest son, your name is Steve 
Rothschild, I… I am your distant relative, my name is Steve Hogwitz, and I am 
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the head of the Hogwitz family, just like you. , my name is Steve too… 
please… please save me and my son!” 

  After hearing this, Steve looked at the crying guy in front of him and the 
tearful and struggling man on the hospital bed. Looking at the sick man who 
wanted to sit up, he was completely horrified! 

  Although he was ordered to find the father and son this time, he never 
dreamed that he would find them on the first day he arrived in Aurous Hill? ! 

  What shocked him even more was that the father and son were actually 
in charlie Wade’s hands! And he was tortured so miserably… 

  He quickly turned around and asked charlie Wade: “Mr. Wade… what… 
is going on?!” 

  charlie Wade asked curiously: “What’s going on? You want to ask What?” 

  Steve said hurriedly: “Why are they two here? They are the people I 
came to Aurous Hill to find this time!” “ 

  Oh.” charlie Wade smiled and said, “So you are relatives. Come on, Jiro, 
open the door and let their relatives reunite.” 

  Kobayashi Jiro said diligently: “Okay, Mr. Wade, I will open the door right 
now.” 

  After that, he took out a bunch of keys from his pocket and picked one of 
them. , open the iron door. 

  Inside, Walter’s old father saw the iron door open and knelt down in front 
of Steve almost without thinking. He cried and said: “Sir! If we talk about blood 
relationship, I can be regarded as your distant cousin. Please take this for 
granted.” For the sake of relatives, you have to take me and my son back to 
the United States no matter what, and if you leave us here, both our father 
and son will die soon.” 

  Steve quickly turned around and said to charlie Wade: “charlie Wade 
Sir… that… these two are the people I am looking for this time…” 

  charlie Wade shrugged and said in a cold tone: “Congratulations, now 
you have found them, you can come to Aurous Hill this time. It is said that the 



goal has been achieved and the merits have been completed. It will be 
Tianxiang Mansion tonight. Don Albert will set up a table for you to celebrate.” 

  Steve immediately begged: “Mr. Wade, these two people are from our 
Rothschild family. Relatives, I came here this time to find them and take them 
back. I also hope that you can be noble and let them go with me.” 

  charlie said with a smile: “Steve, you haven’t figured out why they were 
taken away. I imprisoned them here, and they dared to ask me to put them 
back without shame. How come you are so sure that I, charlie Wade, dare not 
let them go?” Seeing that charlie Wade was a little 

  angry, Steve quickly said in a pleading tone: “Mr. Wade, I definitely didn’t 
mean this. I was eager to save people just now, but I didn’t understand 
clearly. I wonder what mistake the two of them made to be locked up here by 
you?” 

  charlie Wade looked at the person kneeling on the ground. Steve Hogwitz 
pointed to Steve Rothschild next to him and said calmly: “Come on, you are 
also called Steve, and he is also called Steve. Come and talk to this Steve.” 
Tell me, what good things have you and your son done?” 

  As he spoke, charlie Wade warned in a cold voice: “You must tell 
everything you have done, otherwise, I will make you eat. A month’s worth of 
dog food.” 
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  Steve Hogwitz said quickly: “Sir… here’s the thing… my son was 
confused for a moment…” 

  As he said, he explained how Walter fell in love with Doris Young and the 
people behind Doris Young. The Emgrand Group explained in detail how it 
poisoned Doris Young’s father, causing her father to suffer from kidney failure 
and dying, and how it used kidneys to force Doris Young into submission. 

  Because charlie Wade was by his side, he didn’t dare to hide or cover up 
at all. 

  After he finished saying this, charlie Wade on the side sneered: “You are 
really a shameless B*tch. You yourself have made it very clear about your 
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son’s series of despicable behaviors. The deliberate and deliberate actions 
here are all linked together.” , is enough to prove that he did it intentionally 
and even planned it for a long time. You first labeled your son as temporarily 
confused. Is this a temporary confusion? Is it at least a month of confusion? “ 

  Steve Hogwitz’s liver trembled with fright, and he quickly changed his 
words: “Mr. Wade is right. I used the wrong words. My son is indeed a 
scumbag. All of this has been planned by him for a long time…” 

  After that, he Then he quickly said: “Mr. Wade , please don’t worry. We 
are very willing to apologize to Ms. Wang and her family and provide financial 
compensation. We just ask you to give us a chance. We will definitely be able 
to obtain their forgiveness…” 

  charlie Wade said sarcastically. : “I find that you people are very artistic in 
your speech. Whatever you say from your mouth can sound high-sounding. In 
line with the meaning of what you just said, do you want to express that this 
matter belongs to you, Doris Young and her family? The matter has nothing to 
do with me. As long as you can get the forgiveness of Doris Young and her 
family, this matter should be put aside?” 

  Steve Hogwitz did think so in his heart, but he absolutely Don’t dare to 
admit it in public. 

  So he could only say with an aggrieved look: “Mr. Wade, you have 
misunderstood me. It does not mean that it has nothing to do with you. I just 
hope that I can have the opportunity to apologize to Ms. Wang and her father, 
and use practical actions to obtain their Forgive…” 

  charlie Wade looked at Steve Rothschild on the side and said calmly: 
“Look, you can blame me for treating you the wrong way. You guys are all 
f*cking dicks. Look at the way he talks. , are we similar to you?” 
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 Walter’s father was slapped by Steve’s slap. 

  He covered his face, looked at Steve in shock and grievance, sobbing: “ 
but…but I am older than you… It was my first call Steve…” 
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  Instead of letting go, Steve slapped another angry slap and swears: “ 
Why didn’t you change your name after your bastard father knew that I was 

also called Steve？！Who gives you the courage to commit the following 

crimes! ” 

  Walter’s father’s face was swollen on both sides, and his heart was even 
more wronged. He cried and said: “ Mr. Now is not the time to blame me and 

you for your name！You have to find a way to rescue our father and son! ” 

  “Save you out?”Steve was laughed at by him, pointing at his anxious and 
corrupt curse: “ Your damn son committed such a crime, do you still want me 

to save you？I wish I could kill you by hand to give Mr. Wade an explanation! ” 

  Steve is not angry. 

  For him, the task of coming to Aurous Hill himself has only completed and 
failed to complete these two options. 

  If you find a living person and take the living person back, this is done； 

  If you find the dead person and bring the body back, this is also done. 

  If you find a living person and fail to bring it back, this is not done； 

  And he knew very well that charlie Wade could never let himself take 
them back alive, so now if he wants to complete the task, the best solution is 
to kill them directly and then transport the body back to the United States. 

  Everyone is dead, and charlie Wade will definitely not keep his body. 

  Therefore, if charlie Wade agrees, he would rather kill the two bastards 
by himself. 

  In this way, the task can be completed without sin. 

  Thinking of this, he simply came down hard and said to charlie Wade: 

“Mr. Wade！This is a sinful crime for father and son. You might as well give 

them to me. I will let my men kill them directly! ” 

  When Walter and his son heard this, they were scared. 



  They originally hoped that Steve would rescue himself, but never thought 

Steve would kill them！ 

  This relative might as well come！ 

  charlie Wade looked at Steve with a smile at this time and asked him: “ 

Are you serious？Both of them are your relatives. As the saying goes, blood is 

thicker than water, and you also said in Tianxiang Mansion that anyone who 
offends the Rothschild family must let them pay for their blood. How do you 
want to treat your family Relatives started? ” 

  Steve said without hesitation: “ Mr. Wade, the Rothschild family is by no 
means the kind of stupidity. I am talking about blood debt repayment, that is 
the Rothschild family. Without making a mistake, I made a mistake, not to 

mention the dog breaks of two side families，Even the immediate blood 

relatives of the Rothschild family, I still kill the relatives! ” 

  Walter’s father scolded in a hurry: “ Steve, you bastard！We are eagerly 

looking forward to you to save us, but you will kill us！Are you F*cking 

human? ” 

  Steve kicked Walter’s father far away and scolded: “ F*ck, you are 

fortunate that this is not America！Otherwise, I’ll just break your bastard！And 

your bastard son! ” 

 


